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Hi Margaret! The School For Whatnots was such a thrilling, 

unexpected read. Tell us about how it came to be! It had a very 

strange beginning! One day when I was reading book reviews, 

I came across the title, Friendroid—the name of a book by M. 

M. Vaughan. I’d only read that one word when I had an intense 

reaction: “I wish I’d thought of that! Obviously this book will be 

about kids only being allowed to have androids as friends, not 

other real kids. Probably because parents are so concerned about 

bullying, or something like that!” I was deeply jealous of that other 

author (who I didn’t even know) and all the brilliant possibilities 

I saw for that idea. Then I read the description of the book itself, 

and… although the book sounded very interesting, its plot was 

totally different from what I’d imagined. So I stopped feeling 

jealous, and started rejoicing, “That idea’s not taken! So I can be 

the one who writes it!” I had a lot more I had to figure out before 

I knew the whole story of Max and Josie and their friendship and 

their school and all the strange things going on around them. But I 

had so much fun imagining it all. 

 

What three things should readers know if they’re thinking of picking 

up this book? 1. Even if you think you’ve figured out all the twists, 

you probably haven’t. And that will be true even up until the last 

chapter. 2. This book might make you look around wondering if 

YOU’RE at a school for whatnots. 3. I can pretty much guarantee 

that you’re not actually at a school for whatnots. But that just 

means that you can have a lot of fun reading about Josie and 

Max’s experiences!

What do you love most about writing for middle graders? Middle 

grade readers are so great! By the time kids are in that 8-12 range, 

they know enough about the world that they can handle quite a 

bit of sophistication in terms of plot, theme, etc. But they’re not so 

old that they’re jaded; they’re usually fully willing to go along with 

anything wondrous in a book.
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Cleo Porter and 
the Body Electric

When You Reach Me The Last Last- 
Day-of-Summer

While very grounded in our world, there is a sci-fi element to this story. 

Can you recommend some other must read sci-fi books for our TBR 

pile? There are so many great choices! My favorite sci-fi middle grade 

book I’ve read recently was Sal and Gabi Break the Universe by Carlos 

Hernandez. It’s such a fun and funny book about the multiverse—but 

there are also serious elements that are so well-handled.

My favorite older book in that category is When You Reach Me by 

Rebecca Stead.  I’m pretty much a fan of any time travel novel, and 

When You Reach Me is almost perfect in that regard.

Some other MG sci-fi that I’ve read fairly recently and loved are Cleo 

Porter and the Body Electric by Jake Burt; The Last Last-Day-of-Summer 

by Lamar Giles; The Fourteenth Goldfish by Jennifer L. Holm; Randoms 

by David Liss; and the first Bounders series book, Earth Force Rising by 

Monica Tesler.

Loved The School For Whatnots? 
Try these great reads next!
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